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Can-this be understood by biologists?
Stimulates? but ... 
what exactly?














































































Kohn's Molecular Interaction Maps
● Kurt W Kohn (1998) Oncogene, 
16: 1065-1075
● Kurt W. Kohn (1999) 





































● Kitano (2003) Biosilico, 1: 
169-170
● Kitano et al (2005)










































































● An unambiguous way  of graphically  describing and interpreting 
biochemical and cellular events
● Limited amount of symbols
Re-use existing symbols
                                             Smooth learning curve
● Can represent logical or mechanistic models, biochemical pathways, 
at different levels of granularity
● Detailed technical specification, precise data-models and growing  
software support





































Graph trinity: three languages in one notation
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If A exists, the assignment of the value P to the 
state variable T of B is increased
 








































If A exists, the assignment of the value P to the 
state variable T of B is increased
 
Entity Relationships can be viewed as rules 







































If A exists, the assignment of the value P to the 




Entity Relationships can be viewed as rules 
If P is assigned to the state variable T of B, the 
assignment of the value P to the state variable S of 



















































“once a state variable value,  
  always a state variable value”
212 = 4096 states 
(i.e. EPN glyphs) for EGFR

































































































Entity Relationships L1 V1 reference card
continuants,




































Entity Relationships L1 V1 reference card
occurrents,















































































































































































































































































































The value “nucleus” is assigned 








































The value “false” is assigned 








































The value “menbrane” is assigned 
to the “location ” of domainB but not







































The value “false” is assigned 
to the “existence” of domainA but not















































































































Level 1 Version 1










































































● Logical operation on statements: In L1 V1, logical operators 
only output influences. Implicit XOR on variable assignments. 
Nothing for interactions.
● Topology of domains: Might be necessary if we want adoption 
by genomics, synthetic biology etc.
● Identification of instances: How to differentiate between 
several instances of the same entity, differentially involved in a 
relationships (e.g. trans-phosphorylation)?
● Identification of generics: How to lump together several entities 












































either C or the complex 
of A and B inhibits ...
The absence of T stimulates ...
U and V are necessary to




























































































































value2 is sent to
variable












































A stimulates the assignment 
of value to variable
value is assigned 
to variable
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Topology of domains
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Instances in ER
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Generics in ER
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